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This book is a friendly, task-oriented introduction to FreeBSD, a free, open-source, industrial

strength operating system that runs on a personal computer (the same computer that runs Microsoft

Windows) for users new to both FreeBSD and UNIX. The second edition includes a FreeBSD 4.4

installation CD-ROM. FreeBSD: An Open-Source Operating System for Your Personal Computer

includes: Â· installation CD-ROM for the full system plus many software applications Â· space

requirements, screen shots, and detailed instructions for installing FreeBSD Â· descriptions of

third-party software applications and how to get them running Â· step-by-step instructions on

configuring and running FreeBSD, connecting to the Internet, setting up an internal network, and

setting up sound, graphics (X Window), and printing Based on the UNIX developed at the University

of California at Berkeley, FreeBSD is a major competitor to Linux for running Internet servers, the

computers that handle electronic mail for many users, provide files for download, and serve web

pages. With this book and the included installation CD-ROM, individual users can install FreeBSD

and run a system that goes beyond Microsoft Windows in capability, stability, and flexibility, provides

full source code, and makes available thousands of ready-to-install third-party software programs

(most of them free) including electronic mail, desktop applications, Netscape, programming

languages, graphics, and web servers and other Internet applications.
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If you're a new user to FreeBSD, or have been thinking about trying it, "FreeBSD: An Open-Source



Operating System for Your Personal Computer" is the one book you MUST squander your

hard-earned money on.This superbly written book is an excellent introduction to the FreeBSD

operating system. It covers almost everything that a new user needs to know to get a FreeBSD

system up and running: installing and configuring, setting up printers, setting up networking and

getting connected to the Internet for mail and web browsing, adding additional software (such as

shells) using ports and packages, compiling custom kernels, and administering the system with user

management and recovering from crises. It even covers upgrading the entire installation to a newer

version!All this is done in a thoroughly professional manner. The book is written in non-technical, but

literate, English and does not waste the reader's time by poorly written explanations that need be

read and re-read while the reader attempts to puzzle out what the author REALLY meant -- the

material is very clear throughout, and consists of discussions followed by easy to carry out steps

explaining exactly what and how to do. And, most amazingly, these steps actually work as

advertised: I was able to do all of the things that I mentioned in the first paragraph by following the

instructions in the book.Readers who finish this book will find that they can then handle the more

advanced books on FreeBSD, such as the "FreeBSD Handbook", "The Complete FreeBSD,"

(neither of which I would recommend as beginning-level books) and "FreeBSD Unleashed.
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